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Preamble

This is the fourth installment in our Silica Valley Series which shines the spotlight on an

increasingly critical part of the frac value chain: software solutions in the last mile. A

crop of new entrants are improving the frac sand industry’s “mind-muscle connection”

on the highways from origin to destination. We believe “iHauling” will play a critical

role in the continuing industrialization of unconventional development by increasing

asset turnover in the movement of large volumes of completions materials. Read more

about our series here.
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A New Last Mile Software Solution With Roots Deep In Trucking Just Hit The

Market [Silica Valley Series]

“Sandtec” LaunchedYesterday And Is Today’s SilicaValley Series Profile

The software platform profiled in this installment in Infill Thinking’s Silica Valley

Series is also the newest platform on the market today.

Logistics Intelligence (LI) – a Brady Trucking spin-off – has developed a frac sand

hauling software platform dubbed Sandtec.

LI’s Sandtec platform officially launched last Friday (March 1, 2019).

We’d categorize this new platform as sort of a hybrid of the three models we’ve

previously covered.

Where Sandtec Came From, Where It’s Going, & Commercialization

After spending just over three years in the lab being developed, Sandtec is now fully

commercialized.

Logistics Intelligence, the firm behind Sandtec, started off as a software division inside

Brady Trucking before being spun off in 2017.

This software was initially developed to be an internal management tool for Brady

Trucking’s 400+ truck fleet. But as its feature set expanded beyond dispatch,

reconciliation, load allocation, and tracking elements into aspects like marketplace

and collaborative management, its founders decided to spin it off into a standalone

entity to make the platform accessible to the entire oilfield hauling marketplace.
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There are about 500 trucks operating in the Sandtec platform today (mostly Brady

Trucking’s fleet – which by association gives this platform a big head start on adoption

in our opinion).

The Sandtec team has set itself a realistic goal to have 1,000+ trucks within the

application by year-end 2019. One thing we appreciate about this team is patience and

a measured approach to implementation focused on getting it right.

The company just signed an agreement with a large West Texas E&P, who has been

using the system for the past six weeks and is moving forward with Sandtec as its

primary last mile application.

Aside from carriers, we believe unbundled E&Ps are the most logical target customer

for this platform, but management also tells us that some pressure pumpers are trialing

the software.

Similar to some other platforms in the market, this software may be monetized on a

percentage-of-load basis for carriers. On the trucking customer side (i.e. E&Ps,

pumpers, and sand mines), management said “no comment” when we asked about

their commercial model. The team would only say that they have a “very exciting

marketing strategy.”
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Interface Screenshots
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What Does It Do?

Although we haven’t had a chance to see the software system in action in person, we

have spoken several times by phone with Jake Johnson. Jake is LI’s co-founder and

COO, and he outlined his firm’s vision to us as follows:

“Our goal is to provide all last mile stakeholders with complete visibility into their

operations, helping them understand where capacity is and improve utilization. One of the

greatest pain points in frac sand’s last mile is making changes on the fly – we intend to fix

that. Time is the enemy of everyone in O&G, so we are striving to eliminate NPT and

detention.”

Beyond standard dispatching, reconciliation, and real-time tracking components, here

are some of Sandtec’s key features based on our discussion with Jake:

• Carrier network (i.e. marketplace) combines with algorithms that allow industry

resources to surge to meet wellsite demands (i.e. collaborative management)

• Cloud-based system accessed by users via either mobile apps or web applications

on desktop

• Data inputs rely on GPS, geofencing and driver smartphones as well as API syncing

with other propriety cloud-based last mile software such as Solaris Lens (which

Sandtec is integrated with)
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• Demand forecasting – algorithms provide all last mile stakeholders with

automated, preventative reporting about potential problems

• Data-driven algorithms predict NPT and detention and then allocate and

adjust deliveries in a proactive schedule with the best loadouts and best

appointment times to avoid downtime

• Payload notification and optimization is a feature for last mile owners

• Real-time data collected on average weights triggers notifications when

loads are under the desired weight (note payload optimization is a key trend

for 2019 highlighted in our Last Mile Preview)

• Allows customers to gradually manage their payload weights and identify

recurring problem points

• Intelligent pickup/delivery schedules keep carriers driving more and siting

less, making the trucking ecosystem more efficient as the closest available truck is

matched up to the next most urgent load
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• Smart dispatching starts with inventory levels on location plus customers’

desired levels for inventory

• For example, if a customer wants to keep one silo 80% full and the rest at

100%, Sandtec will dispatch trucks based on the silo inventory (which it

reads from integration with wellsite software such as Solaris Lens) and

suggest the dispatching of trucks so as to maintain customer inventory

targets

• Forecasting of real-time proppant needs begins with inventory on location in

Sandtec, and this helps avoid truck detention and maintain stable inventory

at the job site

• The system evaluates consumption rates + inventory to predict NPT and

mitigate risk by surging trucks to location

• Sandtec incorporates data on ancillary service equipment

downtime (i.e. wireline) to shift sand loads to adapt to status changes at the

wellsite and smooth the last mile system out

• A-Z BOL and PO management

• The LI team works with customers to define and customize document

requirements in the software, and their program standardizes often difficult

to read screenshots and photos of paperwork
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About This Team & Their Philosophy

The Logistics Intelligence team has grown to include ten full-time staff members today.

In addition to Jake Johnson (the co-founder and COO mentioned above), the

company’s Software Consultant is Robert Sweeney, whose career path took him

through big software firms like Microsoft and Netflix as well as founding other software

startups like Numetric and Facet Development.

All of LI’s engineers are “FAANG” developers (meaning they are alums of Facebook,

Amazon, Apple, Netflix or Google – basically recruited from a highly desirable

software talent pool). And of course with Chuck Johnson (the CEO of Brady Trucking)

as LI’s chariman, the team has direct access to their core constituency to bounce ideas

around. Jake believes his firm’s people are its biggest differentiator.

The firm is backed by private capital and has not done a VC funding round although

they have entertained suitors. Management feels secure with their financing at this

point.

As far as the firm’s development philosophy goes, Jake told us: “we don’t care about

quotas on the number of new features we are rolling out – instead we focus on

optimizing and streamlining the user experience to solve real-world problems. If that

creates new features, then so be it, but we don’t focus on feature development in goal

setting.”
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We also asked Jake about Artificial Intelligence since AI is an increasingly commonly

used buzzword across all industries, including O&G. Jake said that while Sandtec

incorporates machine learning and some aspects of AI, they don’t market it to clients

as “AI.” It’s too early for AI to assume a material controlling role in the last mile space

in his view.

For one thing, customers still aren’t ready to “take their hands off the wheel,” and for

another Jake acknowledges that the last mile software industry still has a ways to go to

fully tap into autonomous load control. AI may be a moonshot when customers are still

just trying to get into orbit – Sandtec is an intermediate step, incorporating AI-derived

suggestions (i.e. driver selection) while keeping a human in control.

Several years from now as software evolves and customers become more comfortable

outsourcing the last mile to technology, Jake acknowledges that the role of AI in this

space may change. And he says Sandtec will be ready when it does. But for now, their

system works on “management by exception” meaning that dispatchers can overrule

any software suggestions to assign loads.

Sandtec Traces Its Roots To A Pain Point Three Years Ago Deep In The Heart 

Of Texas Trucking

Many of our readers are familiar with Brady Trucking, a 400+ truck carrier focused on

frac sand.

Logistics Intelligence is Brady Trucking’s software spin-off. And here’s the story of how

it all began…
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Back in 2015, CEO Chuck Johnson challenged his team to find ways to improve the

utilization of trucking assets in order to increase driver retention rates (drivers leave if

they don’t get turns). Several internal initiatives were put in motion to accomplish this,

including building internal dashboards of key performance indicators and utilization

metrics.

An internal software team was formed and they got the full support of the company

later in 2015 when Brady Trucking encountered some big inefficiencies while hauling

sand for two simultaneous frac jobs in close proximity. The same customer was pulling

the same sand type with the same POs from the same facility for the twin jobs, but one

job wellsite was taking sand at a greater rate than anticipated while the other was

down.

Brady trucks were sitting idle at the slow job, while the fast job was having trouble

staying sanded. There was no mechanism in place to adjust trucking capacity on the

fly.

That problem job catalyzed a root cause analysis at Brady Trucking HQ. And after

evaluating the third-party software solutions available at the time, management found

nothing satisfactory on the market.

This unsolved problem convinced the company’s senior leadership to fully resource a

software “SWAT” team to build a solution internally to improve utilization and reduce

NPT, demurrage, and inefficiency.
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Working inside Brady Trucking, the software guys started chipping away at the

problem in 2016. In 2017, development ramped up and real progress was made to the

point that in 3Q17, Brady Trucking decided to spin-off Logistics Intelligence. After

multiple trials, and beta tests, the company launched its first fully commercialized

version of the software on March 1, 2019.

Read more about our Silica Valley series>

About this Infill Thinking series: Our software feature pieces should be seen as

introductions to the concepts and firms, not endorsements thereof. We have zero financial

incentive to write about any of these specific solutions. None of the software companies

we have interviewed (or plan to interview) paid us for this exposure. Our singular

motivation with this series is to document the various approaches, platforms, and systems

in the market today in order to provide a comparative starting point for stakeholders who

may be trying to chose from a growing number of options.
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